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Abstract. The In recent years, a trend to implant into the back door for website attack has been 

increasing, using back door to tamper the application system, stealing the sensitive information 

in database and cause great threat. The existing technology to Webshell backdoor detection 

method is generally static attributes, can search and kill common backdoor attack, but because 

of the variable WebShell often disguised as a normal WEB script file, this kind of dynamic 

behavior detection technology often difficult to handle, can not effectively detect variable 

WebShell. In order to detect variable WebShell, we propose an information entropy detection 

algorithm based on PHP special strings, use a normal file information entropy for threshold, 

detect whether the PHP file contains Webshell or not. On this basis, in order to slove difficulties 

with non-ASCII code and digital variable WebShell as well as the flexibility of the PHP 

language dynamic function, we propose detection algorithm based on quotation information 

entropy. The experimental results shows that special string information entropy detection 

algorithm based on PHP and detection algorithm based on quotes entropy can better detect 

variable Webshell with high accuracy and low false alarm rate. The PHP special string detection 

algorithm based on information entropy with detection algorithm based on quotation information 

entropy show better detection performance in handle with difficulties to detect ASCII and digital 

variable Webshell.  
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1 Introduction 

With the continuous development of information technology, information system coveys not only 
traditional functions like news release, content exhibition, but also undertake Information query, order 
processing, transaction management, etc. which often involves some information need to be kept in 
secret, Web application script back door arises at the historic moment. After the success of the hackers in 
the use of WEB application vulnerabilities, they usually make use of implant WellShell backdoor to 
tamper the information system [8], control the operating system and steal the sensitive data from database. 
The attacker use browser and control site to exchange data with be controlled site through legal ports, 
which stays in high concealment so that traditional firewall hardly to intercept and no operating record in 
the system log.  

Some special functions is inevitable because of the need to complete the use of some special functions. 
We use these characteristics to locate WebShell [9]. The existing technology for Webshell backdoor 
detection method is generally static attributes, it can search and kill common backdoor attack. But the 
variable WebShell backdoor tend to simulate normal operation for database, they do not have an obvious 
static special properities, and can not form relatively obvious access features because of its fewer 
accessed time, so the values of the general detection cannot be effective for variable WebShell [11].  
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Scholars have done a lot of research on webshell detection. Du puts forward a webshell detection 
method based on PHP extension, this method can real-time detect the webshell’s running [1]. Ye 
proposes a black box detecting method based on support vector machine classification algorithm by 
analyzing the HTML feature of Webshell pages [2]. Kang puts forward a method from the php kernel 
based on the use of hook technology to achieve a php-based expansion of the webshell defense 
mechanism [3]. Hu proposes a kind of detection model based on naive Bayesian classification theory, 
this model can effectively detect the confused Webshell [4]. However, due to the flexibility of the PHP 
language dynamic function, the above research methods are not effective 

Based on the flexibility of the PHP language dynamic function, we propose an information entropy 
detection algorithm based on PHP special strings. This algorithm select special characters in files as test 
objects, take normal file information entropy as the standard threshold then detect information entropy in 
the file and compare to threshold to determine whether a file contains variable WebShell script. As for 
non-ASCII code and digital variable Webshell [13], we propose quotes entropy detection algorithm use 
its characteristics of quotes, in order to decide whether the file contains no ASCII and digital variable 
Webshell or not, we detect quotes entropy information in the file to compare with the normal ones.  

2 Webshell Detection  

The meaning of “Web” is the need to open the Web services server, the meaning of “shell” is to obtain 
the permissions for the operation of the server in a certain level, it is often referred to as intruders degree 
of operation permissions in website servers through website ports [6].  

Take the executed command for example, Webshell can invoke the internal function of the script file 
to perform the operating system shell commands as long as enough permissions. For example, the 
following statement: 

<?php echo system($_GET[’cmd’];?> 
There are often seen a word WebShell, which usually used to execute script code passed by clients. 

For example, the following statement: 
<?php eval($_POST[’code’];?> 
If this common Webshell want to perform a specific function, special functions and variables must be 

needed, those special functions are distinguished features for detection. Such as system, eval, GET, 
POST .ect [12]. Webshell use methods like searching and killing, encrypted, transformation, call-back, 
hide the keywords to hide its characteristics, then turn into data section ($_GET) and transfer data 
($_POST), execute php fundamental function like exec(), eval(), so that we can not judge whether this 
script is illegal or not. For example, the script below is a none ASCII code and digital variable Webshell. 

<?php 
$_=" "; 
$_[+" "]=’ ’; 
$_="$_"." "; 
$_=($_[+" "]|"0x06").($_[+" "]|"0x05").($_[+" "] ˆ "0x15"); 
?> 
Where, $_=($_[+" "]|"0x06").($_[+" "]|"0x05").($_[+" "] ˆ "0x15"); can get the result of GET.   

2.1 The Common Method for Webshell Detection  

Match with characteristic values. Match with characteristic values is the most commonly method in 
detection. We usually make a collection for Webshell characteristics fingerprint and consider it as a 
database to be matched with. If the feature are match, then the file is Webshell, but variable Webshell can 
evade it [10]. 
Overlap index detection. Software development use a unification of function and variable names write 
regularly to compile. But Webshell is different from Web, Webshell has a low overlap index of WEB 
application code, so if the overlap index is low, than more likely to be encrypted and more likely to be 
Webshell [5]. 
The longest word in the file. Ask how long is the longest word in a file, more unusually long words is 
very suspicious, PHP usually use base64 for encoding, then call the function to decode, in order to avoid 
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WAF and  other tools detection, so if the length of the file exceed a certain limit, than the file is more 
likely a Webshell [14].  

The existing detection technology of Webshell usually contains more obvious static characteristics or 
behavior patterns, can not make effective detection for variable Webshell, Due to  the flexibility of the 
PHP language itself, the behaviors such as support function dynamic execution or function name can be 
dynamically generated and run in the program execution environment can cause some string functions 
dynamically generated special executive function name, thus can dynamically generate functions and 
implement dangerous code. Methods based on dynamic behavior detection technology often difficult to 
realize and influence the performance of the system, may even affect system stability [7].  

3 The Research and Implementation of PHP Variable WebShell Detection Algorithm 

based on Information Entropy   

The information entropy is a rather abstract concepts in mathematics, here take the information entropy 
as a probability for the appearance of particular information (The emergence of discrete random event 
probability). If the system is in order than the information entropy is low, on the other hand, if the system 
is disorder, than the information entropy is high, information entropy can defined as a metric of ordering 
in a system [8, 15]. 

Entropy is considered from the statistical features of the whole set, from an average of meaning it 
represent the general characteristics of information source, the formulas are as follows:  

 ( )
( )

1
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H x E
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⎡ ⎤
= ⎢ ⎥
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If system contains several events
1
, ,

n
S E E= … , each event probability distribution

1
, ,
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p p p= … , 

Information of each event itself ln
e i
I p= − , Then plug in the above formula, get the information entropy 

value of the random file as threshold, get the information entropy of each file, the higher the value, the 
greater the possibility for WebShell.  

It will bring a lot of unreliability and uncertainty because of the information entropy is based on the 
random events, In this paper, we use normal file instead of random events and optimize document 
processing, then ask the information entropy value and as a threshold comparing with general file 
information entropy, if it is bigger than the threshold, the possibility of Webshell is higher. 

Get the information entropy value of the normal files, obtain a non-character string length a, non-
Chinese character string length b , non-blank string length k and quotation number m . Get m as the 

denominator, ( )p a a k= , ( )p b b k= , ( )p m m k= .  

The expectation for special characters in normal file is ( )1E x , the expectation for Normal file quotes is 

( )2E x . 

 ( ) ( ) ( )1
E x i p i j p j= ⋅ + ⋅ . (2) 

 ( ) ( )2
E x m p m= ⋅ . (3) 

At the same time record the location of the file, Then do accumulation of entropy ( )1H x and ( )2H x  

in the whole incident, the entropy as the threshold to check other files.  

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )1
log logE x p a p a p b p b= − + . (4) 

 ( ) ( ) ( )2
logE x p m p m= −  (5) 

Using the same method to check the information entropy value of the file H(x), compare it with 

( )1H x  and ( )2H x , if ( ) ( )1H x H x> , ( ) ( )2H x H x> , then the influenza virus file may be variant 

WebShell. Webshell detection code is as follows: 
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 program Information_entropy_detection (file_right, file_detected, 
Output) 
  var a, b, k, m; 
  {a=Non character string length; 
   b=non Chinese character string length; 
   k=non space string length; 
   m=number of quotation marks}; 
  begin 
    Pa=a/k; 

Pb=b/k; 
Pm=m/k; 
Ex1=-(Pa*log(Pa)+Pb*log(Pb)); 
Ex2=-Pm*log(Pm); 

  {Use the same method to get the information entropy of the 
inspection file (Ex)}; 
  if(Ex>Ex1 & Ex>Ex2) 
     Output=variant_WebShell;    
end. 

4 Experiment   

In order to judge whether the file is normal or not, the experiment compare two algorithms at the same 
time. The random samples in the experiments are selected for normal files, determine the information 
entropy value of the normal files, then figure out the information entropy of files which to be checked. 
Take the information entropy in normal files as a threshold, then detect variable Webshell. A part of 
normal development of files are selected in Fig. 1.  

 

Fig. 1. Part of the normal file data 
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We can figure out the value of normal file special characters information entropy is about 0.32, normal 
file quotation information entropy is about 0.085.  

Due to the minority in variation of Webshell, statistics the variation of Webshell samples and the 
normal ones when doing the experiments, using the above algorithm figure out the information entropy 

value of the examined files ( )H x  and compare it with the threshold, if the value is higher than the 

threshold, then sound a warning, if the value is less than the threshold, we ignore it. A part of files to be 
examined are selected as Fig. 2.  

 

Fig. 2. Part of WebShell data  

Export experimental results above, draw out special characters information entropy diagram and the 
quote information entropy diagram using MATLAB, use file identification as abscissa, information 
entropy as ordinate.  

It can be seen from the above experiment results, the special characters information entropy diagram 
and quotes entropy diagram get the highest fluctuate between 350, this is because the files between 300 
and 410 are Webshell files and there are non-ASCII code and digital variable WebShell files at 340, the 
rest of the files is a common project, as shown in Fig. 3 based on the special characters information 
entropy diagram could not detect the variable Webshell in an obvious way. But accurately detect variable 
WebShell files shown in Fig. 4 quotes entropy figure.  

Can be seen from the diagram, in the normal file range, some information entropy exceeded the 
corresponding threshold and lead to false positives. And then by looking at the relative file we found that 
this file is the configuration file which contains several cities. Within the range of ordinary Webshell, file 
entropy value is too large because of the algorithm in the process of calculation rule out Chinese 
characters, so that Two kinds of information entropy and almost normal information entropy. 
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Fig. 3. Special characters information entropy diagram  
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Fig. 4. Quotes entropy diagram   

For Webshell detection, we usually use detection technology based on characteristic value, but it is 
useless for variable Webshell. In this paper, we propose the special character information entropy for 
PHP and quotes entropy WebShell detection algorithm, it improves the ability of detecting WebShell in a 
great extent. We compared this detection algorithm with traditional methods in Table 1.  
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Table 1. Detection algorithm compared with the traditional methods  

 Based on characteristic value matching Font size and style Quotes entropy 

Detection object Text string Text string Text string 

Common WebShell Accuracy 99%, Lower error rate medium Low accuracy 

Variable WebShell Hardly High accuracy High accuracy 

Non-ASCII code and Hardly Low accuracy High accuracy 

5 Conclusion    

We have presented detection algorithms as for WebShell in PHP special characters of the information 
entropy and quotes entropy through WebShell detection research based on information entropy. Based on 
more than 400 PHP project files and one hundred kinds of WebShell detection and data statistics, 
Experiments prove that detection algorithm based on the special string information entropy and 
information entropy based on quotes detection algorithm can effectively detect the variant WebShell in 
high accuracy.  

This article also has limitations in the number of normal file selection, the possible situation is not 
considered comprehensive, expand the number of normal files so that the detection threshold is more 
accurate, higher detection rate. 
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